He has been performing at the top of the sport for several months.
Supporting evidence:
"1er Tour d'Oman
2e Tirreno-Adriatico
1er Critérium international
36e Liège-Bastogne-Liège
1er Tour de Romandie
1er Critérium du Dauphiné
1er Tour de France"
In the 2013 Tour, he was head and shoulders above his rivals.

Froome's 2013 season is as good as any
rider's in his generation

Supporting evidence:
Overall, finished clear of second by 4min20
At Ax 3 Domaines, he put 1min25 between him and Valverde and 1m51 with Contador
On the Ventoux, "Froome made Contador look like an espoir." (He took 1m40 over
Contador in that stage.)
"In the three decisive moments of this Tour — two mountaintop finishes and one
individual time trial — he’s been in a league of his own."
"he is cutting through this peloton like a hot knife through butter."
"you have to admit that Chris was just much stronger than anyone else in the
race." (Philippe Mauduit)
"He has a V02max close to the limits of known physiological
science."
Source: Grappe (see attached link)
"He must have excellent ability to recover between stages."
Source: Grappe: (see attached link)
Potential explanation: that's because he
grew up in a country with no cycling activity
per say and he took up road racing late.

Froome didn't display a high potential as a junior athlete, which goes against
the pattern of Grand Tour champions who didn't benefit from gamechanging drugs.

Potential explanation: that's because it took time
for his teams to find the type of races that suit him
(explains the lack of results in 2007-2009 period).

Supporting evidence:
Coppi first won the Giro at 20
Anquetil first won the Grand Prix des Nations at 19
Merckx won the world's road at 19
Hinault won the Giro and Tour at 24
LeMond showed amazing talent at just 15
Fignon led the Giro and won the Critèrium national at 22

Supporting evidence: "Froome joined Sky from
Barloworld in 2010; at his previous team he was
not always used in the best way. They often would
put him in classics and flat stage races that did not
play to his strengths."

Froome's first major wins were at 28

Potential explanation: that's because he contracted
Bilharzia (explains the lack of results in 2010-2011
period).
Supporting evidence: "Velonews: "Brailsford said the
parasite might be one reason Froome could not
reach his potential earlier in his career."

Metamorphoses from 'middle of the pack' to 'champion' are usually only
seen in dopers.
Supporting Evidence: For instance, Armstrong's performance in the TdF:
WD, WD, 36, WD, cancer, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 3, 23
While being a late bloomer, once he started his ascent to the top of
the sport—which happened after he joined Sky—he got there very
quickly.
"Froome was 83rd at his grand tour debut at the 2008 Vuelta a España,
34th at the 2009 Giro, and was disqualified from the 2010 Giro after
taking a pull on a motorcycle for what he said was a planned abandon
after suffering a knee injury.
That’s in sharp contrast to Froome’s breakout ride during the 2011
Vuelta, when he lost the race by just 19 seconds to Juanjo Cobo."
While many external observers claim that the pro peloton is cleaner than
before, few (if any) claim that it is entirely clean.
Therefore it is reasonable to assume that some riders are still doping.
Therefore it is reasonable to assume that some of the top riders are still
doping.
Froome has cheated in the past: he was disqualified from the 2010 Giro for
hanging to a motorcycle.
Froome broke the feeding-in-a-no-feeding-zone rule and justified it: "I
asked Richie to get me an energy gel from the team car… technically it
was Richie that got the gel."
Froome used to subscribe to Bike Pure but stopped sending them data
exactly when it would have been the most useful to support his 'cleanness'
claims.
Supporting evidence: Bike Pure: "Many will know that Froome aligned with
our organization some years ago whilst riding for Team Barloworld. We
have asked for clarification from Chris on a number of occasions in the last
18 months via email and direct message on Twitter if he still wished to
form part of our organization. As a result of not receiving such clarification
from Chris or Team Sky in recent days we have made the difficult decision
to remove his bio page from our website. This in no way insinuates that
Froome is a suspicious rider but we feel that if riders do not support our
organization then there is no reason for us to promote them as such.."
Brailsford has led Team GB to outstanding results recently,
none of which have been linked to cheating.
Supporting evidence: Sky won the 2012 and 2013 Tour de
France
Sky rider Wiggins won the 2012 Olympic gold medal
...
Brailsford attributes the performance of the team to the
aggregation of marginal gains.
Brailsford originally promised full transparency.
Supporting evidence: Brailsford: "All I can say is... if there is any doubt or
suspicion [of doping] on our team, I'll expose it. And if I get to the point
where I think it can't be done, I'm walking away.”
When prompted to,
Sky released data,
but only to one
expert who happened to have made
a mistake in Armstrong's case

Fréderic Grappe had cleared Armstrong of doping in 2001; we now
know that he was doping.
Supporting evidence: "La Francaise des Jeux trainer, Frédéric Grappe, has
come out in support of Lance Armstrong, after doping accusations have
been leveled at him and the U.S. Postal team. In an in depth interview
with L’Equipe, Grappe said that Armstrong’s results have come through
hard work and not hard drugs, despite the climate of suspicion that still
surrounds cycling (especially in France) at the moment."

Sky has offered to release their data to WADA, but WADA refused.
Supporting evidence: "WADA has told Team Sky to send their evidence to
other organizations after the team offered to provide them with details on
Chris Froome's impressive TdF performances."

Context surrounding
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Reason: Brailsford claims that releasing data would be counterproductive
because only a few people can analyze it.
Supporting evidence: "There is so much pseudo science out there right now.
If you release the data, there are very few people who can properly interpret
and understand that data. All you’re going to do is create is a lot of noise for
people who are pseudo scientists. You can even write magazines about it.
They’re so wide of the mark in what they’re doing, it’s quite scary. You can
do anything with stats. You can use that with a cynical view."
When prompted to,
Sky released data, but
only a small sample
Dave Brailsford originally promised full
transparency for Team Sky but hasn't complied

Sky has provided data, but the data is insufficient to conclude on
Froome's 'cleanness'.
Supporting evidence: Grappe: "Ai-je une seule fois évoqué le fait qu'il
n'est pas dopé ? Les données analysées ne permet pas de le dire. Je dois
rester très honnête..."
Sky has provided neither Froome's VO2max data nor his 2010 data,
even though it is reasonable to assume that they have it.
Supporting evidence: "Every turn of the pedal a Team Sky rider makes is
recorded by a power meter, analysed using performance software and
then benchmarked against Kerrison's "power curve" models."

Brailsford originally invited Kimmage to be embedded in the team for the
2010 Tour before rescinding the invitation.
Supporting evidence: "Kimmage said that he arranged to do the same with
Sky in 2010 but, on the eve of the race, Bradley Wiggins blocked it from
happening as agreed.
“It was Wiggins specifically who rejected it. I went over to Manchester, I sat
down with Brailsford and everything was sorted… A day before I was to go
to Amsterdam, Fran Millar called me and said there was a problem…
Brailsford said, ‘basically, look, Wiggins is not happy. Is it okay if you pick up
the team in eight days time?” I said ‘no, it is from the start or nothing,’ and
that is where it was left."
Sky has embedded journalist David Walsh.
Supporting evidence:
"Sky has attempted to redress the negative press that has overshadowed
their Tour de France success by granting journalist David Walsh to an
‘access all areas’ pass for the 2013 season. Walsh wrote important books
about doping at US Postal before penning Seven Deadly Sins: My Pursuit
of Lance Armstrong last year."
Evidence: Walsh has stated that there is no evidence that Sky is cheating
Supporting evidence:
"I've spent about three weeks with Team Sky this year so far, and everything
I've seen about them indicates that they're clean. It's not proof that they're
clean, and I'm not saying that they're clean, but nobody has come up with any
evidence that they're doping, nothing."
There are precedents of teams embedding journalists in an effort to
demonstrate their 'cleanness'. At least some of those resulted in the
journalists reporting incorrectly that no doping occurred.
Supporting evidence:
Erik Zabel has admitted to doping in 2003, which was not reported in
a documentary "Hell on Wheels" about his team that year.
Team Sky originally hired Geert Leinders, a Belgian doctor with previous
ties to doping.
Supporting evidence:
"Leinders was hired by the British squad at the start of 2011 but his
contract was not renewed at the end of 2012 after his name was raised
in suspicion of past doping involvement. Sky denied the non-renewal was
due to its zero-tolerance policy on doping and stated that they were
unaware of his past despite a screening interview carried out by their
resident psychologist Steve Peters."
Team Sky originally had other team members who had been connected
with doping, but they let them go.

Team Sky's public stance is
strongly against doping

Supporting evidence:
"The team’s staff were all asked to sign an anti-doping declarations as
well as sit down for one-on-one discussions with Steve Peters. In the
wake of the discussions, Bobby Julich was forced to leave the team and
within days he had admitted to talking performance enhancing drugs
during the early stages of his career."
"Steven De Jongh, who was also on Rabobank’s 2003 Vuelta team, was
also dismissed from his role as a DS."
"Officially these were the only casualties of Sky’s cull. Sean Yates retired
from the team due to health reasons, but although the team was
adamant in stressing that it was not part of their anti-doping stance,
Yates's sudden departure drew much attention due to the fact that he
was a teammate of Lance Armstrong at Motorola."
Team Sky required all of their personnel to sign a contract stating that
they hadn't doped in the past.
Froome/Sky deny doping.
Supporting evidence:
"Froome and his Sky chaperons swear they are clean. When asked
after taking the yellow jersey last week if history would require some
rewriting, Froome replied simply, “Believe me.”"

Most of the teams in the pro peloton are known to be deceiving.
Supporting evidence:
"One must accept that a sport that was rife with doping, cheating, bribing,
cutting corners, criminals, junkies, pushers, thugs, and other nefarious
characters suddenly and abruptly righted itself."
Froome and other Sky riders have never tested positive to doping.
Supporting evidence:
"Froome, pour sa part, est déjà passé 19 fois au révélateur depuis le
départ en Corse. Treize contrôles urinaires et/ou sanguins, six dans
le cadre du passeport biologique, véritable mouchard permettant de
détecter les variations des profils hématologiques ou
endocrinologiques et donc de révéler une éventuelle prise de
produits dopants. Résultats de ce suivi selon Fred Grappe, docteur ès
sciences et entraîneur de FDJ.fr, dans L’Equipe : rien de suspect
concernant le leader de la Sky."
New drugs are rumored to have entered the pro peloton
Evidence: AICAR and GW1516 are rumored to be in use
Evidence: GAS-6 is rumored to be in use (http://www.guillaumeprebois.com/blogs/mon-blog/8322149-gas6-la-nouvelle-molecule-desdopes)

